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HAIRLAB CHICAGO

Their hearts are big and Hairlab Chicago’s mission, resolute. You will instantly feel
comfortable with their kindness and mutual understanding of the pain that goes along with
any kind of hair loss, while providing you with the absolute cutting edge and non-invasive
solutions.
Debbie and Chanel are educators and industry leaders, serving the North Shore community
for over twenty years. The devotion they have toward their mission is unrivaled, as they
continuously strive to learn how to serve their clients in the most individualized ways.
Debbie and Chanel will be with you every step of the way, providing you with multiple
options that fit your own unique needs.
We celebrate the contribution these two women make to their hundreds of customers and
the joy they give back to their lives when their work is done.

HAIRLAB CH ICAGO
TEDD I E KOSSOF BUILDIN G, P RIVATE E NTR AN CE, SUI T E 2
281 NO RTH WAUK E GAN R OAD, N ORTHFIE L D, IL 60093
847. 999.9585, H AIRL ABCHI CAGO.COM
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The women who seek Hairlab Chicago’s expertise tend to be suffering debilitating
conditions that have caused them to lose their hair over time due to trichotillomania,
alopecia areata, scarring, telogen effluvium,androgenetic alopecia or sudden hair loss
due to chemotherapy. Whether it’s a progressive condition, a symptom of Covid or the
devastation of cancer, Debbie and Chanel are devoted to making you beautiful from the
inside out, along with brightening your spirit with their incredible passion.
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Debbie Martinez and Chanel Kwak had a mutual vision. After both experiencing severe hair
loss due to Alopecia, Debbie and Chanel joined forces to create Hairlab Chicago, founded
on one common goal, The empowerment of women to achieve their optimal confidence
after losing their hair. With over 45 years of combined personal experience of the emotional
trauma that comes with hair-loss, this unstoppable pair has set the bar when it comes to
the most natural hair rejuvenation experience.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE
HEALTHIER, STRONGER,
THICKER HAIR?
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WHAT’S THE SECRET?
Let’s start with having a healthy scalp. Too many
men and women struggle with hair loss simply
because they have an unhealthy scalp condition.
Do you take care of your scalp as much as your
haircare and facial regiment? You may not know
that hair conditions should be treated from the
roots.
At Hairlab Chicago, we believe maintaining scalp health and
nutrition is imperative for keeping stronger, thicker, and
healthy hair.
You can see for yourself just how easy it is to improve your
hair’s condition.
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We perform a tricotest by using microscopic technology and
computer analysis. It helps us identify and evaluate scalp and
hair problems and design a customized program for each
individual. So that we can establish the best combination of
clinically tested products to improve your scalp’s circulation
and boost hair growth.
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You’ll receive a complete scalp and hair health check during
your visit.
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Hairlab offers 3 effective protocols to tackle the major causes
that affect our hair and scalp conditions:
• Hair Loss Protocol
• Dandruff Protocol
• Sebum Protocol
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Hairlab Chicago is the exclusive center of Cesare
Ragazzi Laboratories.
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Once we determine your personalized treatment
plan, we will use our instruments that are designed to enhance the high efficacy of our trichological products.
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TO P
LIVE THE
GOOD LIFE
HEALTHY SCALP =
HEALTHY HAIR
Meet with Alan Kossof for a
complimentary scalp analysis. “I have
found that showing clients the scalp up-close
helps them gain a greater understanding for what
is needed in order to achieve healthy hair. Think
of your scalp like the soil, and your hair is the
plant. Over 80% of our clients see positive results
from the programs offered.” – Alan Kossof
TeddieKossof.com, 847.999.9500

THE HOTTEST
PRODUCTS, EXCLUSIVE
EVENTS AND SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITIES FROM
OUR PARTNERS.

LUXURY ON THE
NORTH SHORE
Whether you’re a designer or a
homeowner, our team of design
professionals can turn your vision into reality. At
JC Licht Home, we offer an extensive collection
of luxury window treatments, wallcoverings,
and fabrics from brands like Hunter Douglas,
Fabricut, Thibaut, and Sanderson. We also color
consult with luxury paint brands, like Benjamin
Moore, Farrow & Ball, & Fine Paints of Europe,
to find the perfect color for your space.
jclicht.com, 847.957.4663

PHENOMENAL

HAIRLAB CHICAGO

Very few gem stones
can claim the title of
Phenomenal, meaning
they possess characteristics that change
before your eyes. The opal shown is
a stunning example. The surrounding
gems - red spinel and sapphires - were
expertly selected to play off of the
opal’s ever-changing colors making this
a truly unique, one of a kind ring.
stevequickjeweler.com,
773.404.0034

Hairlab trichology treatments are designed to solve
your specific hair concerns. And keep your hair
healthy even with daily washes. Our treatments
are all clinically tested to make sure they’re effective, so you know
your hair’s in good hands. Call to schedule your appointment.
hairlabchicago.com, 847.999.9585
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